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IAAC Takes Indian Dances Across 

Nationality Borders 
  

By M.P. PRABHAKARAN 
 

Of the numerous events the Indo-American Arts Council (IAAC) has been 
hosting in New York, three stand out: the New York Indian Film Festival; the Erasing 
Borders Exhibition of Contemporary Indian Art; and the Erasing Borders Festival of 
Indian Dance. All three are annual events, and have been steadily gaining in popularity 
among Indian-Americans and Indophiles living in New York and surrounding areas. And, 
in the process, the IAAC, a volunteer-driven, not-for-profit organization, has been 
earning plaudits for promoting India’s arts and culture in the U.S. 

This year’s dance festival, sixth in the 
series, was notable in one more respect: the three-
day event kicked off on August 15, thereby 
making it a simultaneous celebration of India’s 
Independence. Independent India became 66 years 
old on August 15, 2013. 

By choosing Battery Park in downtown 
New York as the venue for the kickoff 
presentation, the IAAC was able to give a taste of 
India’s dance culture to a large number of 
foreigners. For foreign tourists who flock to New 
York, Battery Park is a favorite destination. The 
Statue of Liberty is only a few minutes’ boat ride 
away. The choice of Battery Park by the IAAC 
happened by the courtesy of another New York 

institution: the Battery Dance Company. The company made the Indian event the finale 
of its five-day, 32nd Annual Downtown Dance Festival. 

            If erasing nationality borders and spreading Indian culture beyond those borders is 
the goal of this annual dance festival, the IAAC could not have chosen a better venue 
than Battery Park and a better time than the peak of the tourist season in New York. And 
in making the finale of its Annual Downtown Dance Festival a festival of Indian dance, 
the famed Battery Dance Company of New York, under its artistic director Jonathan 
Hollander, did live up to its motto of “connect[ing] the world through dance.” 

Erasing national borders and connecting the world through the arts was also the 
theme of a brief talk that the Indian Consul General in New York, Dnyaneshwar Mulay, 
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gave at a reception he hosted at the consulate for the dancers and organizers of the 
festival, and for the volunteers whose selfless work made it possible. A poet by 
avocation, Ambassador Mulay reinforced the theme by reciting a couplet from a Hindi 
poem. 

The erasing borders theme was very much evident in the way the two curators of 
the festival, Rajika Puri and Uttara Asha Coorlawala-Lalwani, selected the items for 
presentation. The items they selected were eclectic and reflective of the important dance 
traditions of different parts of India – ranging from Bharatanatyam and Mohiniyattam of 
the South to Kathak and Odissi of the North. And the performers they selected ranged 
from the not-so-famous to the famous, but all superb exponents of their chosen art forms. 
Four of them were flown in from India especially for the occasion. 

Among the famous were Rama Vaidyanathan, whose Bharatanatyam 
performances have earned her praise from no less a person than Alastair Macaulay, the 
chief dance critic of The New York Times; Vijayalakshmi, who has taken Mohiniyattam, a 
dance that originated in Kerala, beyond the borders not just of Kerala but India as well; 
and Rani Khanam, the director of Amad-Kathak Dance Center in Delhi, whose 
“pioneering work in Kathak dance” has won her acclaim around the world and several 
awards. Ms. Khanam is also a social activist who “has espoused and made visible the 
causes of equality & social justice for Muslim women, women in general, [and] persons 
with disabilities and HIV/AIDS.” 

In acknowledging the hard-earned repute and recognition of these three artists, I 
don’t mean to belittle the talents and contributions of the other artists who participated in 
the festival. Notable among them are Samarpita Bajpai, Kirstie McDermott and Krystal 
Bryan – all from the Gurukul Dance Company (Kuchipudi); Rahul Acharya (Odissi); 
Kamala Devan (Modern/Bharatanatyam); Malini Srinivasan, Kadhambari Sridhar and 
Umesh Sridhar (Bharatanatyam). All of them are serious practitioners of their chosen 
dance forms and well on their way to achieving fame. 

 
http://www.eastwestinquirer.com/ 
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Downtown Dance Festival 

 

 
 
Time Out says 
Mon Aug 9 2010 

Twirl, two-step or tap your way to Lower Manhattan for the 32nd year in a row. The five-day, 

completely outdoor fest will include performances by both local and international dance groups 

ranging from ballet to Native American to dances choreographed alongside Islamic verse. For a full, 

updated schedule, visit batterydance.org. All ages. 
 

http://www.timeout.com/new-york-kids/things-to-do/downtown-dance-festival 
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32nd Annual Downtown Dance Festival - Battery Park  
 
Date: August 11, 2013  
Hours: Performances start at 12pm; check online for complete schedule  
Cost: FREE  
Ages: All Ages 
Address:  
Battery Place  
Lower Manhattan, NY 10004  
 
Phone: 212-219-3910  
Website: batterydance.org 
Description: The 32nd Annual Downtown Dance Festival will take place from Aug. 11-
15, 2013. This year's program is comprised of extraordinary domestic and international 
talents. Performances will showcase brilliant artistry from various nations around the 
globe, such as La Intrusa Danza (Spain), The Dance We Made (Great Britain) or Jose 
Limon Dance Company (New York City). 
Based in Lower Manhattan, the festival will be held in its old and new locations, creating 
easy accessibility and an inviting atmosphere. The fusion of cultures and techniques will 
ultimately lead to a striking culmination of artistry. 
 

 
http://manhattan.nymetroparents.com/2013neweventinfo.cfm?id=141035 
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Like Mathea, he paused, mimicking mannerisms of the stereotype he was representing. Raising 
his eyebrows and showing off his break dancing skills, he was putting on a show for his fellow 
performers as much as the audience. It reminded me of French hip hop choreographer Bianca Li. 
Her very first pieces, which were representative of the archetypes that made for chic Parisian 
streets, portrayed a group of people that were rarely shown in the genre. As a reaction to his 
performance, the women on stage laughed, awed, in a highly dramatic, slow motion fashion, 
harkening back to the beginning of the piece. 

An electric violin track then prompted a fight between the two performers in yellow. Like comic-
book heroes, they kicked and punched each other in the air while the dancers in black observed 
and dramatically “commented” on the action in silence. The duet evolved from a fight to a 
harmonious piece, bringing in the younger dancer in black. This scene was reminiscent of urban 
social dynamics in France, where people observe others fighting but just stand there gossiping 
about the action rather than taking part in it. 

An oriental piece of music initiated a solo by this younger performer in black, who twisted and 
quickly changed directions with every movement. Little by little her movement came to an end 
and concluded the dance. This pattern once again, though evoking her sensual character, was 
reflective of movement trends in French hip hop, which is largely influenced by the Arabic 
culture and can be seen in other artist’s works such as choreographer Guillaume Lorentz. 

 

What is particularly interesting about Mathea’s work is her unique ability to express such a range 
of responses through this common vocabulary while still providing a subtle and socially relevant 
commentary of modern French society from an American point of view. Her double vision made 
for a refreshing experience that really stood out at the Downtown Dance Festival. 

http://www.diydancer.com/2013/08/16/dd-response-vendetta-matthea-co-at-the-downtown-
dance-festival/ 
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DD Response: Vendetta Mathea & Co at the Downtown 
Dance Festival 
 
Vendetta Mathea, an American transplant in Aurillac, France, shared an excerpt of her new 
work,Water Soul, at the Downtown Dance Festival last Sunday. Since I was born and raised in 
France, it was exciting for me to identify and distill the influences of both the American and 
French cultures in Vendetta’s work. 

Beginning in silence, in the midst of the city sounds, four dancers entered the stage in two 
separate color blocked groups: one comprising Mathea, the choreographer, and another young 
woman in black lace tops and jazz pants, and the other which included a young female and male 
dancer in yellow fishnet tops and leggings. 

After first recognizing each other, the dancers then noticed the audience. They each represented 
different characters and were mimicking the mannerisms found in their observation of the crowd. 
From laughter to pain, all their feelings seemed to emerge from their gut as the torso initiated 
every movement. Though their dramatic reactions were silent, they built a momentum through 
which they progressively came together in a line and started reflecting their impressions 
collectively. 

 

An electric guitar piece then initiated the beginning of a new segment with succinct duets made of 
sharp isolations. Mathea, in black, came forth and commenced a dance embracing the music as 
though it were rocking her soul. The three other dancers formed a circle around her, echoing her 
emotions. Through the dance, this group got closer to Mathea and the female dancer in yellow 
gave her a kiss, after which her movement softened, almost blushing from the kinetic energy. 
This modesty is reflective of the European style of modern dance as a whole and of this idea that 
the movements should look mapped out, almost effortless. 

In a renaissance,  initiated by upbeat electronic music, the male dancer in yellow, started a solo 
through which he flexed one group of muscles after another to try to seduce the other women. 
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Rama Vaidyanathan, Drive East/Erasing 
Borders, New York – review 
By Apollinaire Scherr 
 
From “pure dance” to the transcendent, two festivals 
showcased the dancer’s different faces 
 

 
 
The doggiest days of August, when New Yorkers stuck in the city get to feel sorry for 
themselves, have bloomed into an oasis of Indian classical dance and music. Besides the 
usual, marvellous Erasing Borders festival sampler under Battery Park’s plane trees, 
Drive East – modelled on Chennai’s jam-packed January festival – debuts at La Mama 
this week. 

Despite the vagaries of free outdoor shows, Erasing Borders offered a tight two hours of 
manifold classical dance idioms: finely percussive, whirling kathak; mohiniyattam, as 
voluptuous and roiling as a cloud; spritely kuchipudi; rigorously sensual odissi; and that 
mother of all classical forms, bharatanatyam. Drive East adds to the pantheon the epic 
theatre of kathakali and dance’s musical counterparts for a total of 12 dance and 15 music 
concerts (until Sunday). 

If Erasing Borders drew a democratic horde, including obtrusive snappers and a troop of 
children on a field trip, the three consecutive opening-night concerts at La Mama’s black 
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box attracted a largely Indian and aficionado crowd, intently engaged. When Hindustani 
flautist Jay Gandhi took his mournful, divine birdsong on what must have been an 
unexpected course, listeners shook their heads in admiring disbelief. (The whole thing 
sounded unbelievable to me.) But Drive East is also aiming young, as the entertaining 
opening act made loud and clear. Taalika’s trio of riot grrl tabla players cranked the amp 
to 11, hit the drums hard (though somehow also articulately) and chanted their Indian do-
re-mis as if at a protest rally. Ear-splitting fun! 

What the festivals have in common this year is Rama Vaidyanathan. The 30-something 
bharatanatyam master is a persuasive bundle of contradictions. An astounding actress and 
mime, she is also disarmingly guileless. She exudes a maternal authority, but no one 
skips about the stage more adorably. She is down to earth but refers more explicitly to the 
divine than most of her peers. 

For Erasing Borders, Vaidyanathan kept to “pure dance”, which in bharatanatyam is 
gratifyingly diagrammatic, like Renaissance perspective painting. The arms and legs 
point side, front and diagonal. The dancer’s bouncy strut heads to corners. Even the 
fingers’ unlikely configurations are mainly rectilinear. And yet Vaidyanathan brought 
such radiant stillness to the full stops between moves that her limbs seemed to extend to 
the four corners of the earth (you know, when it had corners). In fact, she regularly 
evoked the metaphysical by means of the physical. A wave rippling through her torso to 
convey a peacock fanning its tail also suggested our awareness of the bird’s 
transformation and the phenomenon of transformation itself, whether of perception or 
feathers. 

For Drive East, Vaidyanathan approached the transcendent head on. Her 100-minute solo 
Mad and Divine, with gorgeous live accompaniment for voice, drum and violin, enacted 
the spiritual seeking of Janabai and Lalded, medieval mystic poet-saints. It is a daunting 
task to show what the third eye “sees”, and Vaidyanathan too often fell back on the look 
of ecstasy – the shining crazed eyes, the chest falling open to receive the spirit. When she 
did succeed in translating the experience, it was because of ingenious means. She moved 
through essential bharatanatyam positions as a form of meditation. She evoked religious 
enthusiasm by dancing not like the masterful bharatanatyam practitioner that she is but 
like a devout peasant, drunk as much on movement as the divine, feet stamping hard in 
what I could have sworn was dust – spirit yoked to the homely world. 

 
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/2/d7c6618a-0a4f-11e3-9cec-

00144feabdc0.html#axzz2cMa3D0kV 


